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In this note is given an example of a 2-component ribbon link with trivial components, which has 
the same Alexander module as a trivial 2-component link and (hence) whose longitudes lie in the 
second commutator subgroup of the link group, yet which is not even an homology boundary link. 
This answers two questions raised by R.H. Fox and N.F. Smythe at the 1965 Wisconsin Topology 
Conference. 
In this note is given an example of a 2-component ribbon link with trivial 
components and which has the same Alexander module as a trivial 2-component 
link, yet which is not even an homology boundary link. Thus it is a counter example to 
the conjecture of N.F. Smythe (that a 2-component link with first Alexander 
polynomial identically zero be an homology boundary link [13], refuted in [6]) 
although it cannot be distinguished from the trivial 2-component link by the usual 
homological invariants. That it is not an homology boundary link is proven by 
showing that the maximal residually nilpotent quotient of the link group is one of the 
nonfree parafree groups of Baumslag [l]. This link has the additional noteworthy 
properties that its longitudes lie in the second commutator subgroup of the link 
group, and the link group is a split extension of its maximal residually nilpotent 
quotient group (and thus is a semidirect product). 
This example was motivated by D.R. McMillan’s example of an embedding 
W : S’ v S’ + S3 such that n1(S3 - im W) is isomorphic to the group denoted by H 
below [ 111, and was constructed by finding a Wirtinger presentation of deficiency 2 
for H and then constructing a ribbon link whose ribbon group had that presentation 
C61. 
Definition. A p-component link is a locally flat embedding L :pS’+S3. The link 
group of L is G(L) = nl(S3 - im L). A p-component link L is an homology boundary 
link if there is an epimorphism P: G(L)+F(p), where F(p) denotes the free group 
of rank CL. It is a ribbon link if it extends to an immersion R : gD* + S3 with no triple 
points and such that the components of the singular set are l-discs which either meet 
the boundary of gD* at both ends or at neither. 
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Fig. 1 
Let f = L I u Lz : 2S’+ S3 be the link represented by the solid lines in the figure 
and let G be its link group. Then G has a presentation 
{a, 6, c, d, e,f, g, x/u-‘xu .f-*x-If, abu-’ . c-‘, b-‘x-‘firb - d-‘g-‘d, 
b-‘fb - d-‘e-‘d, cat-’ * gb-‘g-‘, ccc-’ - gd-ig-‘, ede-’ . c-', xgx-' . a-'}, 
where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, x represent Wirtinger generators associated with the arcs so 
labelled in Fig. 1 [3, p. 721. The longitudes of L are represented by fa-’ and by 
c-‘ga-leg-’ cdb-‘xbd-‘x-‘. Introduce new generators 0, y, S, E, d, 8 and new 
relators bu-‘p-‘, cu -’ y-l. da-‘S-l, eu-‘E-’ , fu-‘4-‘, gu-‘8-‘. Then the above 
presentation of G is Tie&e-equivalent [3, p. 431 to {a, x, p, y, S, E, 4, ~(x&x-‘~-‘, 
upu -‘y-l yasy’es.‘n~~~~‘~~~~_~-~l-~~-‘s, p-‘d~ps-‘~-‘~-‘s, yuy-‘ep-‘u-‘e-l, 
-’ -‘, &US& a y , xBux-‘a-‘} and the longitudes are represented 
by 4 and ~~‘~~‘e~e~‘~aSp~‘xpS~‘x~’ . Clearly p, y, S, E, 4, 8 represent elements of 
G’, and yey-‘BS-‘PB-’ represents the trivial element of G, so PES-’ represents an 
element of G”. Thus G/G” has a presentation 
{a, X, ~5 Y, 6, E, 4, el.h-‘6’, U~U-‘y-‘, 
x -‘&lxe -‘a-‘e-lE, CUE-‘u-‘, yuy-‘B-*eu-*e-l, 
#&CT-‘, EUSE -‘a -‘y-l, eux-‘u-*x, rc , 1, r , 131 
where [[ , I, [ , 11 d enotes the set of all commutators of commutators in the 
generators. It follows that @a * a-‘q+-‘B-‘E represents 1 in G/G”, so E and hence 4 
and S/3-’ represent 1 in G/G”. (Consequently the longitudes of L lie in G”.) The 
presentation for G/G” is therefore equivalent to {a, x, p, y, BJupu-‘y-l, 
yuy-‘p-‘eu-‘e-‘, flux-‘a-‘x, [[ , 1, [ , I]}. Then upy-‘~-‘Bu-‘f3-’ represents 1 in 
G”, and SO yeue-‘a-’ and pu-‘t3uf9-’ do also. Thus this presentation is equivalent to 
{a,~, ejeu.r-‘a-‘x,[[ , I,[ , ]]I and finally to {u,xl[[ , I, [ , 111. Thus G/G”= 
F(2)/F(2)“, the free metabelian group on two generators. In particular E’(L) = 0 and 
E2b5) = (1). 
Thus the result of Crowell and Brown on the structure of the second Alexander 
ideal of a 2-component homology boundary link is of no avail in proving that L is not 
an homology boundary link. (Their work is as yet unpublished [2], but see [8] for a 
generalization to arbitrary homology boundary links.) 
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That the longitudes of L are in G” follows also from [7], for the longitudes must lie 
in the Chen group G(co) = n:=’ G,G” (since E’(L) = 0) and hence must map to the 
identity in F(2)/F(2)(oo), but since F(2) is free, F(Z)(co) = F(2)” ([12, Corollary 
26.321). 
Let G, = n:=, G, denote the intersection of the terms of the lower central series 
of G. Then the quotient G/GW is the maximal residually nilpotent quotient group of 
G. As L is visibly a ribbon link, the projection of G onto G/G_ factors G+ 
G/((longitudes))+ H(R) + G/G, where ((longitudes)) is the normal closure of the 
longitudes in G and where H(R) is a group with a presentation of deficiency 2, which 
may depend on the choice of ribbon R spanning L [6]. For the ribbon depicted in the 
figure this “ribbon group” has a presentation {a, 6, c, g, x laba-‘c-l, MC-’ * gb-‘g-l, 
xgx-’ * u-l } (so H = G/((@-‘, E, 4))). This presentation is equivalent to 
{a, b, X, t ) abub-‘a-’ * ,~-‘a,~b-‘,~-‘u-‘.~. t - x-‘a-‘xuba-‘} and thus to 
{a, X, t/t * x-‘a-‘xu ’ t-’ ata-‘}. Thus H is isomorphic to the group H-r.1 of 
Baumslag, which is parafree (HW = 1 and H/H, -F(2)/F(2), for all n) but not free 
[l]. (Hence H, and so G, cannot be generated by less than 3 elements). Thus L cannot 
be an homology boundary link (for otherwise an epimorphism G+F(2) would 
induce an isomorphism G/GW -F(2) and H would then be free). The argument of 
[6] is insufficient to prove this since Ez(H) = 1. Since the longitudes of L are in G” 
and since the meridians a, x map to a generating set for F(2)/F(2Y’ this link is a 
counter example to Questions 1 and 2 of [13]. 
Since G/G” = F(2)/F(2)“, G, c G”, and since G/G, = H, G, is the normal 
closure in G of the elements represented by PS-‘, E and 4. (It is easily seen that in 
fact G, =((E))). If relations are adjoined to G so that the elements represented by 
Ps-‘, B and 4 become central, then in fact they become trivial, so in particular PS-‘, E 
and q5 represent elements of G,,‘= [G, G,]. Thus G, = G,,‘. From the presen- 
tations first given for G and H it follows easily that there is a splitting homomorphism 
H + G for the projection, so G is a semidirect product G = G, XI H (and hence in 
particular G, = G,,‘). By evaluating the Jacobian of a presentation for G at the 
projection G + H it may be shown that G,/GI, = Z[H]/J as a right Z[H]-module, 
where J is the right ideal generated by (1 -x-‘)(l -a), a6 +x-‘ax -ub~-~x-‘ux. 
(That it is cyclic follows immediately from G, being the normal closure in G of one 
element). Is G, perfect, that is, is J = Z[H]? Note also that G/[G, G”]== 
H/[H, H”]==F(2)/[F(2), F(2)“], for by the above ker(: G --, H) = G, = 
[G, Gw] c [G, G”], and B aumslag has proven the corresponding isomorphism holds 
for each of his groups Hij [l]. (Of course, it is easy to check directly). 
The components Ll and Lz of L are unknotted. (Is there a homomorphism 
h : S3+ S3 such that ho L’ = Lz, ho Lz = LI?) Moreover L is a sublink of a 3- 
component homology boundary link L^ = L u L3 (where L3 is represented by the 
dashed curve in Fig. 1). Since L is certainly not a boundary link, i cannot 
be a boundary link. Let G denote the link group of i. Then one may show that 
G has a presentation {n, 6, x, q. c!~, ~~.~$x-~a5-‘, qnq-‘q-l, q5~-1_~-1u-1xnx-‘ux, 
u~l~~‘ub~lu~l~abx~lu~‘x~.~~‘ax, x~‘u.~bx~‘a~‘xq~‘aba~‘6~‘u~1~} where u,b, 
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x, I$ are as before and where 4, 7 represent a meridian and a longitude of L3 
respectively. Introducing a new generator L’ and a new relation qx-‘axv-‘6-‘a-’ 
leads to an equivalent presentation 
{a, x, 0, nln * a”-luYzx-lu-lx * TJ-l * x-‘axv -*u-‘cu-*, 
x . u-‘x~-‘x-‘uxq . x-1. f’x-lu-‘x~x-lu, 
x-‘a-lxTj-lx-lux * “-‘u-‘vu-‘~-‘av-‘ava-‘?a). 
Clearly G/<(n)) -F(3), confirming that L^ is an homology boundary link and 
G/((uU-1uU2X-1u-1 x)) = G/((q)> = G. Computations similar to the foregoing show 
that 7 E G”, so G, c 6” and G/ 6” = F(3)/F(3)“, and (hence) the longitudes of L lie 
in &. Thus even if the link of question 1 of [13] is assumed to be an homology 
boundary link, it need not be a boundary link. (H.W. Lambert had earlier con- 
structed an example of this kind, with only 2 components, but 51 crossings! [lo]) 
In general every ribbon link in any dimension is a sublink of an homology 
boundary link for which surgery on the longitudes produces the same space as 
surgery on the longitudes of the trivial link (a connected sum of products of spheres) 
[9]. Moreover if K is a finitely generated group such that for each positive integer n 
the nilpotent quotient K/K,, is free nilpotent of class n (isomorphic to F(v)/F(v), 
where ZJ = rank K/K& then K, = K,,,,,. For the quotient K/K, is then finitely 
generated parafree, and so H2(K/K,) = 0 by a recent result of M.A. GutiCrrez [4]; 
the assertion then follows from the exact sequence of low degree of the spectral 
sequence of the group extension 1 + K, + K + K/K, + 1, 
Thus if L is a ribbon link or more generally is Z-equivalent to a sublink of an 
homology boundary link, or is any higher dimensional ink, then G(L), = G(L),+* 
[14]. However it is not generally true that the projection G(L) + G(L)/G(L), splits, 
even for classical ribbon links. Let G and I? denote the link group and ribbon group 
(respectively) of the example of [6], and let p : 6 + R denote the projection. It can be 
shown that fi is residually nilpotent and hence parafree. (Use the presentation 
{x, y, ulxy-‘xyx-’ = a-‘x-‘y-‘xuyxu} for fi and the argument of Theorem 2.1 of 
[l]). Thus G/G” = fi. Nevertheless G is not a semidirect product over G; the map p 
does not split. For if p split, then so would the induced map of Alexander modules, 
implying that A(G)=A(A) 0 ker A(p). Now the Alexander matrix of d may 
be reduced by row and column operations [3, p. 1011 to the 3 x 4 matrix 
i 
0 x+1 2y-1 y 
0 0 0 x+1 
,o 0 0 2-Y, i 
where the submatrix (0, x+l,2y-1) is a presentation matrix for A@). Thus 
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ker A(p) has a presentation matrix (;i), and so A(R) 0 ker A(p) has a presen- 
tation matrix 
i 0 x+1 0 2y-1 0 x+1. 0 I 2-Y, 
But the ideal generated by the 1 x 1 minors of this matrix is (x + 1, 2Y - 1,2 -Y) = 
(X + 1,2y - 1,3) which is a proper ideal, whereas the corresponding ideal formed 
from the first matrix (Es(G)) is (1). (Nor is it generally true that a ribbon group is 
parafree; consider the square knot as a ribbon knot in the obvious way. Then the 
ribbon group is the trefoil knot group.) The question “when is the ribbon group of a 
ribbon R :pD*+ S3 a semidirect factor of the link group of L = RI@‘?” may 
however be accessible. 
(A final note: amendments to [6] and [7]. The last relation on the second last line of 
p. 234 of [6] should read x;‘Y~x~ = ~3. In the theorem of [7], the group G need 
merely be finitely generated. Moreover the first two paragraphs of “1) j 2)” may be 
drastically abbreviated: since AZ(~) is an isomorphism, A,(B) is onto (by Nakay- 
ama’s lemma). Therefore A,(G) has a presentation with just CL generators. Since 
&1(G) = 0 the presentation matrix must be null and so A,(B) is an isomorphism. 
The counter example at the end of the paper assumes (Y z 2; it is not hard to construct 
similar examples with a = 1). 
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